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Levi Miller, Scottdnle, Pennsj~lvania
In a scene set in 1913, three years after Lao Tolstoy's death, novelist A1
Reirner has some young artists and students discussing the Russification of the
Mennonites living in the Ukraine and comparing German orderliness, hard work
and piety with Russianpassion, slovenliness and artistic creation. "Where is our
folk art, OLE great church music, om beautifit1 painting, our Pushltin, o m
Tolstoy?" a Mennonite youth asks P.M. Friesen, the well-lmown Mennonite
historian.' Friesen eventually responds with a long exposition of art and
suffering and the difference between the Russian and Mennonite experience and
then faints. That effectively ends the discussion.
Most of the Russian Mennonite references to Tolstoy must be left to the
literary imagination, because there is little evidence of Mennonite interaction
with or reference to Tolstoy while he lived. P.M. Friesen, himself, in his inajor
work, The Memolzite Brotl~erlzoodin Russia, made no substantive references to
Tolstoy, however much he may have been aware of him. Johannes IIarder
concludes his excellent article on Tolstoy in Mennonitisches Lexilroon by noting
that "hardly any Russian Mennonite scholars wrote about or were followers of
Tolstoy."'
This inay be true, bi~tinany twentieth-century Mennonites might have
wished it were otherwise. By the mid-twentieth cent~uythe Lancaster, Pennsylvania, Mennonite attorney and family historian Samuel S. Wcnger laments. "It
seems to me that both Tolstoy and the Mennonites lost much because they did
not meet each other."' And yet, several leading twentieth-century Mennon~te
scholars owe their most fundamental ideas to the Russian novelist and moralist.
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This essay explores the relationship of the Mennonites to Tolstoy. The first
part deals with the Mennonites who lived in the Russian Empire or wrote about
Tolstoy d ~ u i n ghis lifetime, and the second part deals with the North American
Mcnrlonites and Tolstoy. In a secondary way Tolstoy, because of the purity of
his nonresistance, bccornes a stage on which to view the ethical and theological
idcas o r twentieth-century Mennonite leaders and intellectuals as they have
related to him.
A good starting point for a study of Tolstoy and the Mennonites is provided
Lexilro11.
by Johannes I-Iarder's excellent mid-century essay in 1LIen1~onitiscl~es
I-Iarder reviews Leo Tolstoy's life from his birth on August 28, 1828, up to his
well docuinented death on November 7, 1910. He traces his development as a
writer in his greatest worlcs ( Wur and Peace and Ailnu Kureninu) and his "great
conversion" to nonresistant Christianity and social change. IIarder notes the
intellectual inlluenccs on Tolstoy and his special syinpathy for the Russian
religious sects. Recognizing Tolstoy's interest in non-orthodox groups like the
Qualccrs, Harder concludes his essay by noting the Mennonite connection:
Last but not least, Tolstoy turned towards the Mennonites. With reference to
[Peter] Clielchiclii [The fifteenth-century founder of the Bohemian-Moravian
Brotherhood] hc wrote: 'Chelchicki taught the same nonresistance that followers
o r tlie Mennonites, Qualiers and in earlier times the Bogomilers, the Paulists and
many otllers learned and taught.' As early as 1853 [Tolstoy] cited[the Mennonites]
in his journal. IIe linew about their settlements in Ekaterinoslav. In 1885 he cited
them in a letter to [Vladimir] Chertlcov, his private secretary, in which Tolstoy
expressed interest in them because ortheir nonresistance .... 'I also lmew that tliere
have existed, and still exist certain sects- Mennonites, I-iutterites, Quakers-who
forbid tile use of aims and shun war service...' In 1898 [the Mennonites] are again
mentioned in his journal as advocates of nonresistance. [For Tolstoy] this was the
way to pacify the world. Just how close Tolstoy was to Mennonitism cannot be
dctcrmined considering how deeply his understanding of the gospel was rooted in
rationalism ancl moralism. In German literature Ferdinand von Wahlberg has tried
to associate thc Mennonites of Russia with Tolstoy. In actuality, there were
scarcely any professed disciples or followers of Tolstoy among them."4

One exception to Johannes Harder's conclusion was IIarder himself. Born in
the Alexandcrthal Mennonite settlement on the Volga in 1903, hc was educated
in Gennany and lived there during his adult life. Among other books, he wrote
. ~ the
one on thc Russian novelists Gogol, Dostoyevsky, Leskov and T o l ~ t o yAs
author of No Strutzgers in Exile and other German novels, IHarder understood
Tolstoy both as an intellectual and as his distant disciple. A radical who believed
the Serinon on the Mount is the foundation of the Christian faith, Harder
reinained until his death in 1987 an acute critic of bourgeois life.
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Late in life this Gennan-Russian Mennonite mtellectual and writer became a
sort ofmentor to a second generation of Canadian Mennonite litterateurs such as
A1 Reilner and Harry Loewen. A1 Reimer has said that I-Iardermust "indubitably
be counted among the most versatile and accolnplislled Inen of letters in the
Harry Loewen recalls the time he and I-Iarder
history of Mennonitent~un."~
visited novelist Rudy Wiebe inlthe mid-1980s. "We talked humorously about
Wiebe and Harder being Tolstoys and Dostoyevskys! Wiebe even reselnbles
Tolstoy physically and Harder used to wear consistently a Tolstoy shirt held
together with a rope-like belt."' Rudy Wiebe will be dealt with as a Mennonite
writer later in this study.
Another Mennonite writer who should be mentioned here is Dietrich
Neufeld (1886-1958), or Dednch Navall as he wished to be known d~uingthe
latter part of his life when he taught French, Gennan and Russian literatme in
California college^.^ Near the end ofhis life Nenfeld, author ofA Rtlssiarl Datlce
ofDeatl1, wrote to Tolstoy's daughter Alexandra that he recalled passing near
Yasnaya Polyana, Tolstoy's estate, in 1908 when he was a young teacher. "I
tried to teach in the spirit of Tolstoy, whom I revered and whose Primer I knew."
In 1910, as a university student in Basel, Switzerland, Neufeld recalled reading
in the evening paper that Tolstoy had died. "1 was nuunb, I donot l a o w how long,
but I stopped eating-and it was a vegetarian meal, too-and left at length like in
a daze. It seemed as if the world had grown colder and diminer because a great
spiritu~allight just had gone out..."'
Neufeld's relationship with Alexandra Tolstoy, to whom he wrote in
fawning praise of her book Tolstoj? A Lge o f M y Fatlzer, was, however, shortlived. He soon claimed that she was "one of the inany so-called white Rulssians
in America who did not appreciate her father's spiritual greatness."I0 The
summer before Neu~feld'sdeath, his widow Lotta noted that he was reading
Tolstoy extensively, and in a marked copy of Tolstoy's book W11atTlleiz Mzlst
We Do? Neufeld wrote: " I feel the urge to buy enough copies of this work and
give it to everyone with whom I come in c~ntact."~'
Neufcld's attachment to Tolstoy seems more sentimental then substantial.
Neufeld became solnewhat of an academic dandy who seemed as interested In
Tolstoy's fame as in his ideas. A Neufeld researcher notes that Neufeld may
have tried to associate himself with Tolstoy "because he thought he was of the
same literary caliber."" Neufeld's archival collection contains nuunerous letters
to the likes of liousseau, Freud, Jung, Einstein, John Dewey, and Willa Cather,
a11 of which have the distinct flavor of a minor academic seeking major league
status by collecting autographs.
A Inore unlikely but much more authentic candidate to carry the Tolstoyan
mantle was Jacob Gerhard (J G.) Ewert (1874-1923) of Hillsboro, Kansas. T h ~ s
turn-of-the-century Mennonite Brethren brought Tolstoy's ideas to the Mcnnonites ofKansas. I-Ieprivatelypu~blished
Die Cllristlicl1eLehre V O I Icler Wekrlosrglcezt
Briefiechsel zwischen GrajXeo Tolstoi l1onR~lsslurlclur~rlPrecligerAch Ballou
V O I I A~?lerilca.'~
These letters had previously been published by Lewis G. Wilson
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in Arena and were translated into German by Ewert himself. The letters discuss
the differences between Tolstoy's extreme pacifism and the somewhat more
moderate claims of the American abolitionist and nonresistant Adin Ballou.
Tolstoy argues for complete nonresistance and claimed that one shodd not even
restrain an insane person. Ballou thinks that one might restrain such a person,
even if one would not kill him. The letters are reprinted verbatim with only
transition sentences to tie them together. Bnt in this debate Ewert is closer to
Tolstoy than Ballou is. James C. Julmke writes a fascinating profile of this
remarkable man who though bedfast the last 25 years of his life "became a
mediator of Karl Mam, Leo Tolstoy, and Walter Rauschenbusch to an umreceptive community. The cosmopolitan spirit came to Hillsboro through the most
obviously limited inan in town."lJ Sounding clear and simple themes, like the
Catholic Worker radicals of a generation later in American life, Ewert declared
capitalism, militarism and alcoholism as the three greatest enemies of civil
peace. I-Ie wanted to replace this "demonic trilogy" with Christian socialism,
Christian pacifism, and Christian temperance.
Elements of Ewert's pacifism and temperance were accepted by the Mennonite community, but his socialism was not. It is of considerable credit to both
Ewert and his cl~urchcoininunity that from 1885 to the end of his life he lived in
EIillsboro, Kansas, as a Mennonite Brethren editor, writer and teacher. An ardent
pacilist, Ewert advised many young men drafted in World War I and clearly did
this private publication of Tolstoy in order to stimulate more pacikist conviction in
his ch~uch.Juhnke concludes that Ewert's "significance lay in the fact that he was
accepted and loved by his fellow brethren in spite of dissenting views."15
The oral tradition reveals a few more early Russian Mennonite connections
to Tolstoy. In 1980, at Bethel College Mennonite Church in Newton, Kansas,
Donald D. Icaufinan delivered a sermon on Tolstoy's story of Martin the
shoemaker, "Looking at Life Through a Basement Window." In this sermon he
mentioned that he had heard this story in a sermon by Russell Mast, and that
Mast said he got it from Cornelius Krahn who recalled having attended a special
conference in Russia on the tenth anniversary of Tolstoy's death, which would
have been in 1920 when Krahn was eighteen.16
Pacifist historian Peter Brock toward the end of his career said that the
pacifism of the Mennonites in Russia before and after World War I was a
"promising topic for monographic research. It would call for disentangling the
ideas and influences of several groups with which Mennonites had some
contact, such as the Mololtans, Stundists, Baptists, andespecially the Tolstoyan~."'~
IIowcvcr promising this project may seem, at this point the evidence does not
suggest much interaction between the Mennonites and the Tolstoyans during
Tolstoy's lifetime.
Ironically, if the Russian Mennonites had little interaction with Tolstoy, the
American Mennonites had more, mainly, one might note, by accident. One of
Tolstoy's earliest borrowings is a quotation from the American Mennonite
Daniel Musser ( 1810-1 877) in Tolstoy's ethical masterpiece The Kingdonz of
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God Is Within Yoti (1893).'~011annesHarder has noted >theinterest which
Tolstoy had in the sects, especiallyithose with a belief in nonresistance. Tolstoy
corresponded with the son of Ainerican abolitionist William Lloyd Garrison
(1 805- 1879) and received numerous publications from Garison and the Quakers, ainong them the Reformed Mennonite Musser's work, Non-Resista~~ce
Asserted: or the Kingdom oj;Chaist and the Kingdojt~ofthis 'World Separated.
This booklet originally appeare-d in 1864 during the Civil War .in -the United
States, and Tolstoy s~unmarizesit appreciatively in The Ki~7gdo~n
oJ' God is
Witl~ilzYou. Tolstoy found Musser's argument for non-resistance convincmg,
especially as it was written during a civil war, and he admired Musser's
dogmatic inethodology of following a conviction wherever it leads. Nowhere in
the work, however, does Tolstoy identify Musser ,as a Mennonite, and it is
umde~standablethat Harder would not have made the association.either. Tolstoy
in The Kii~gdo~lz
of God Is Witlzin You makes numerous references to the
Mennonites as conscientious objectors to war and to ,their doing forestry
~ e r v i c e .As
' ~ already noted, Harder also notes a Sew other references by Tolstoy
to the Mennonites.
Perhaps the lack of Mennonite interaction in Russia during Tolstoy's
lifetime was in part because of Tolstoy himself. Tolstoy was not only a pacifist
but also a Slavophile. His inclination would have been to look for his pacifist
examples among the native Russian sects such as the Mololcans or the anarchistic D~dchobors.The relatively wealthy German Mennonite colonists, after all,
lived,a bourgeois life not too dissimilar from that of his own embatlled family.
Tolstoy and the Mennonites who lived nearby were looking in opposite
directions. Tolstoy scorned the czars and the Ro~nanovcouut and admired the
Russian people, idealizing the muzhik in his literature (at least until his famous
deathbed mutter: "How do the nzuzhils die?").
The Mennonites in Ukraine had a sense of patriotism with regard to the czars
who had given them a home, but considered themselves superior to the Russian
people. Most Russian Mennonite intellectuals turned their imaginations more to
Basel and Stuttgart for inspiration than to St. Petersburg and Moscow. Furthermore, Tolstoy's rationalist, unorthodox Cluistianity, however nonresistant,
would hardly have been looked to by Mennonites as a source for spiritual
renewal. Perhaps for both the Mennonites and Tolstoy the relationship was
better, or closer in a sense, if it were a continent apart and separated by time, or so
at least it seemed to work out.

Among the early North Ainerican leaders to take an interest in Tolstoy
during his lifetime was the Elkhart, Indiana, editor and leader John F. Funk.
Already in the early 1890s, he referred to Tolstoy in the news notes of his paper
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Herald of' Tnftlz, and in 1896 lie piiblished two long successive articles on
Tolstoy in thc May and June issues.'0 On May 15, 1896, Funk ran a front-page
article-length lcttcr on Tolstoy and nonresistance under his "editorial notes."
Funlc noted that it was "almost universally ltnown" that Tolstoy held radical
beliefs on nonresistance and that some of Fumk's readers were wanting to
know how far his views were from those of the Mennonites, Friends and
Brethren.
Fonk then reprinted a lengthy letter from Tolstoy which had appeared in T l ~ e
Voice.The letter was to Ernest Crosby, an ex-assemblyman from Ncw York who
had embraced nonresistant views as well. Tolstoy addresses what lie calls the
"stock example," a robber killing a child, and that one can only save tlie child by
killing the robber. Tlie Christian is forbidden to kill tlie robber, and the nonChristian does not know which life is better to spare. Tlie question is not one of
consequences, he concludes, but to obey the one who sent us into this world and
who has clearly shown us how to live or to resist. The detailed argument is
resolved by endorsing a literal obedience to Christ's teaching. In the next issue,
June 1, 1896, another article appeared entitled "Count Tolstoi and Patriotism."
Did Funk's readers find out how close Tolstoy was to Mennonite teaching?
Funk seemed to let the readers decide this for themseives, since lie did not
comment further on tliis theme in the issues whicli I scanned.
The fullest Mennonite assessment of Tolstoy during liis lifetime originated
in nearby Goslien, Indiana. Noah E. Byers (1873-1962), fresh out of I-Iarvard
University and in liis first year as Goshen College's president, indertook this
assignment. In the November, 1903, issue of Goshen College Record, C.K
Hostetler, the student editor, had written that he sorneti~nesheard tlie statement
that "Tolstoy woulcl malte a good Mennonite." I-Ie proposed to examine tliis
proposition in fu~ttixearticles to give "our readers a clear picture of tlic real
Tolstoy and correcting all erroneous conceptions."" The student editor hints
that altliougli in religious practice, sucli as si~nplicityoflife and universal peace,
Tolstoy's ideas liar~nonizewit11tlie Mennonites, lie could hardly be considered a
inember in good standing. Byers, who was a philosopher as well as an administrator, took up tlie editor's cliallenge by writing an essay on "Tolstoy and
American Communists," whicli ran in two issues." Byers credited Tolstoy with
being the most "convincing critic of the existing civic, social and industrial
order," and proposed to examine his philosophy and coinpare it with fouu
American communistic communities.
Byers was trying to "find some evidence as to tlie feasibility of the practical
application of Tolstoy's tlicories to American conditions." Apparently, Byers
felt no special need to colnlnent on Tolstoy's nonresistance, considering this an
area of general agreement. He focused rather on Tolstoy's anarchistic agrarian
social theory, an area where he Sound no general agreement. Byers also
reviewed Tolstoy's critique of Russian and industrial society in the "enforced
system of monotonous toil," a form of slavery. EIe noted that tlie socialists
singled out the responsibility for tliis evil in "ownership of land, taxes and
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private property." Because government is responsible for these evils, Tolstoy
called for the abolition of governlnent and the living together of peasants "by
voluntary associations. Under such conditions each Inan supports hirnself by the
labor of his own hands and thus fulfils an essential law ofhis nature."
Byers stuninanzed Tolstoy's teaching of a better society as including. "the
withdrawal of the present order, nonresistance, simple peasant life, association
for the coininon good and a supreme devotion to the life ofreligion." He noted
four experiments of such societies: the non-marrying Shalters; the h n a n a
Cominunities in Iowa; the Zoar Colnmunity in Tuscarawas County, Ohio; and
finally Conrad Beissel's Brethren coinmunitarians at the Epluata Cloisters in
Pennsylvania. These communities, Byers noted, lived without "police, industrial, political or social bosses but live unselfish and peacefill lives." He also
noted the decline of these groups, the lagging of zeal when 'the f i s t leaders
passed from .the scene, the consolidation of financial success by a few good
financiers, the problem of the family, and the loss of "the intellectual and
aesthetic life."
Byers granted that these communities might have been better than Russian
peasant life, but he wondered if they were "the highest ideal in the tnle sense? In
the second place, can society be regenerated by those who withdraw from the
present order and live secluded lives?%yers, as a good progressive and Mennonite pragmatist who had studied under William James, says that with "modem
methods of industry it is possible to produce inore with less labor and thus gain
time and means for cultivating and enjoying the higher interests of life. I am quite
sure that in America the average inan of industry and econoiny can live a life of
more comfort and pleastire than is possible in any of tllese societies."
As to the impulse to withdraw by these communal societies and merely
"being good and worshiping," Byers saw many shortcomings. "Should the
Christian not rather be concerned with saving the world than with simply saving
himself?" Byers senses Tolstoy's critique as too radical for a democratic and
progressive society such as the United States. On the other hand, he was
offended by Tolstoy's admiration for sectarian coinmunalists, who were perhaps not unlike Byers' own (Old) Mennonites:
We want more charity and not a system that makes charity useless; more honesty,
but not acondition where dishonesty is impossible; more equality, but not enforced
mediocrity: more peace, but not more lawlessness; less [sic] politicians, but morc
of the powers that be [whicli] are ordained of God; 'less [sic] warriors to do
violence,' but more ministers of God, 'revengers to executc wrath upon him that
doeth evil', less commercialism, but more capital for righteous causes: more
Christianity, but not less of missionary zeal.

Byers called Tolstoy's solution a "retreat to the past," and said that the true
prophet looks to the f~ttuue,"the better time to come.""
So Tolstoy clearly failed the test of Byers' stem analysis at the turn of the
century, an evaluation which Tolstoy would have accepted as a compliment. In
1910 Leo Tolstoy died and was bnried ainong the peasants at Yasnaya Polyana.
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His long shelf of novels and didactic writings on nonresistance, however, lived
on in the twentieth century, and among his readers have been the Mennonites.

1IV
After Tolstoy's death, his tllo~~ght
lived on in Russia through his writings
and through his followers, the so-called Tolstoyans. Forelnost among those
followers was Tolstoy's controversial disciple Vladilnir G. Chertkov. The
Tolstoyans connected with the Mennonites organizationally during the brief
and tragic chapter of Soviet recognition of conscientious objectors immediately
following the Bolsl~evikRevolution. The Mennonites were a part of the United
Society of Religious Societies that oversaw the procedures for the securing of
conscientious objector status. This society, chaired by Chertlsov, included not
only Mennonites and Tolstoyans, but also Baptists, Pentecostals and Evangelical Christians.
An estimated 40,000 pacifists were exempted from military service under
the 1919 proviso which brought the United Society of Religious Societies into
being, Inany of these pacifists coming from the native Russian evangelical
groups. With the consolidation ofthe Soviet state under Communism, however,
the society became inactive after three years and was terminated in 1924.
Although one might assuune considerable interaction among these various
evangelical, Mennonite, and Tolstoyan pacilist groups during these years,
Walter Sawatslsy calls it a "lost history."'" Stalinism soon destroyed both
Mennonite and Tolstoyan life in the Soviet Union.
As the Bolshevilc Revolution in 19 17 violently shools the twentieth century,
neither it nor Tolstoy went unnoticed by John Horsch, a Mennonite who became
a protagonist in the fundamentalist-modernist debate atnong Christians in North
America. If Tolstoy's pastoral, nonresistant anarchism made him problelnatic to
Western progressives, it did not exactly bring him into the orthodox Christian
fold either. Horsch, a German-Mennonite historian at Scottdale, Pennsylvania,
gave Tolstoy some credit for teaching nonresistance but saw this virtue canceled
by 111s loss of faith in orthodox Christianity. "Therefore, though he was right on
an important point, his influence did not count for the Christian cause. On the
contrary, his rejection of supernatural religion, his teachings on communism
and other points had a decidedly detrimental influence on the Russian people."
In splte of his views on nonresistance, Iiorsch said, Tolstoy was largely
instr~unentalin preparing the way for Bolshevism in Russia. I-Iorsch commended the Russian Orthodox church for the courage to excolnlnunicate "the
greatest writer and most famous Inan of Russia for his flagrant infidelity," while
noting that "OLU popular l n e r i c a n churches would doubtless have welconled
[Tolstoy] into their fold."'5
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,If Horsch found Tolstoy fail~ngthe test of Christian ortl~odoxy,Guy F.
I-Iershbergerfound him failing theltest of biblical nonresistance, which became
the benchmark for (Old) Mennonite pacifism in his book Wal., Peace, ui7d
Noi71.eszstance. Iiersl~bergertreats Tolstoy in a section where he compares
"biblical nonresistance" to other forms of p a d i ~ m : ' ~
Tolstoy believed with Rousseau that man is good; therefore the Sermon on the
Mount is for all men, not merely for those who have been !regenerated by divine
grace. In other words, lie identified tile Kingdom of God with human society, after
the manner of the social gospel. But since he believed in an absolute renunciation of
violence for all men, Tolstoy was an anarchist, repudiating the state entirely.
Biblical nonresistance declines to participate inthe coexive functions of the state,
but nevertheless regards coercionnecessary for themaintenance of order in a sinful
society, and not anarchistic.

[Nevertheless, Hershberger noted that Tolstoy's anarchistic absolute pacifism
might be closer to biblical nonresistance than Gandhl's progr'un ~ofnonviolence.
Twenty years after Hershberger, when J. Lawrence Burkholder, a graduate
student at Princeton, was struggling with social responsibility and the Mennonite Church (and Hershberger's nonresistance), he found little help from
Tolstoy. I-Ie noted that the earliest Anabaptists wme not sentimentalists in
regards to the state and the taking of life. "In other words, the Anabaptists can
hardly be associated with, for example, the anarchism ofTolstoy. Tolstoy took
a strictly monistic attitude toward ethics by his literal interpretation of the
Sermon on the Mount and his uncompromising insistence that its principles
should 'be embodied umiversally."' Burkholder rightly noted that Tolstoy
might have owed more to German idealism philosophically than to evangelical bibli~ism.'~
Also in the mid-fifties, David Janzen wrote a series of five columns in The
Caizadian Me1117oniteon "Christianity and Comm~mism"in which Tolstoy
figured prominently. Janzen was writing for llis Mennonite community which
had escaped Russia and which had suffered grievously under Stalin's totalitar'~
in somewhat of a counseling and pastoral style, Janzen was
ian n ~ l e . Writing
intent on establishing that Soviet communism, although related to Christian
history, does not emerge from it. His second article "Tolstoy and Nonresistance" was a two-coluunn introduction to bothTolstoy and Fyodor Dost~yevsky.'~
Janzen noted that Tolstoy based his nonresistance on the Sennon on the Mount,
but "his tragedy was that he only saw Christianity as a moral teaching and not as
a revelation." Janzen admitted that Tolstoy's morality put "many a Christian to
shame" and affinned some of his characters as "being fools for C l ~ i s t ' ssake."
However, Tolstoy's extremism also led "to exaggerations which we don't lilce "
Janzen then concluded his article with an appreciation for Dostoyevsky's "keen
understanding of suffering" and of a Christian understanding of disciplesh~pas
being under the lordship of Christ.
After some analysis of both the terror and the appeal of Communism in the
Soviet Union, Janzen concluded his series with "A Program for the Mennonite
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Church." Among his fifteen points for a people who had suffered so much under
Communist rule is number eight: "Help our people to overcome vindictiveness
and to really love their enemies." Number nine exhorts: "When we have set OLK
own house in order, we should try to usc and integrate Russian literature as a
corrective. For example bring Dostoiievslci [sic] and Tolstoy together at the feet
ofC11rist."'~
One of the most intriguing responses to Tolstoy comes from Samuel S.
Wenger, a Lancaster, Pennsylvania, attorney and genealogist. Wengcr devcloped a strong appreciation for the Russian writer after learning of the Daniel
Musser connection, which he rediscovered for t11e Mennonites in the midfifties ''Wenger says he read (and even reread) all of Tolstoy's worlcs after his
conversion and concludes that "all second hand sources on or about Tolstoy are
co~npletelyunreliable and definitely ~nisleading."~'He is especially critical of
Guy F. Hershberger, whose statements about Tolstoy in Wur, Peace, ulzcl
Nonresistance were gathered from secondary sources and "totally incorrect."
Unfortunately, Wenger did not spell out where EIershberger erred.
Wcngcr allnost brings Tolstoy within the Lancaster Mennonite fold by
noting that "the baslc tenants of the religious faith which he expounded are
strilcingly similar to the basic tenants of the Mennonite Chuuch." Wenger
appreciates tl~esimilarities with Tolstoy such as: protest against a state church,
nonresistance, abstinence from alcohol, tobacco and sex, non-swearing of
oaths, opposltlon to divorce, and eschewing law suits. Wenger generously notes
that Tolstoy 's view of economics would have been at home among the Hutterites.
Two bel~efswl~ichappearonWenger's list reflect the Pennsylvania Mennonite's
own conference tradition as much as Tolstoy. Wenger's Tolstoy wears a "plain
coat" and is hard working. IIc notes that the writer "adopted a plain mode of
dress" and that Tolstoy's peasant shirt is a "frock sort of a coat without a collar."
Aside from the plaln coat, Wenger also appreciates hard work: "[Tolstoy] also
extolled the virtues of hard labor, particularly hand labor, and in so doing,
adopted a way of life which has always been advocated by Mennonites "
Wenger says he does not share the colnlnon view that Tolstoy lncrely
accepted the ethical teachings of Jesus. To Tolstoy "belief in Jesus meant
unequivocal acceptance of his teaching and in this [Tolstoy] went -further than
one would go if the acceptance were only on the level of ethics." Wenger allows
that Tolstoy may not have "gone the whole way in accepting the plan of
salvation," but he feels that this is regretable for the lack of having an Aquila and
Priscilla "who might have expounded unto him the way of God Inore perfectly."
Wenger concludes his cllar~ningappropriation of Tolstoy by noting "that both
Tolstoy and the Mennonites lost much because they did not meet each
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A more sophisticated interpretation of Tolstoy would come from the most
influential Mennonite academic interpreter of Christian pacilism in the latter
half of the twentieth century. John H. Yoder recognizes Tolstoy as "the most
important single figure, for o w purposes, in the nineteenth century."'"'Lco
Tolstoy stands second to none in'his century in his commitment to be critical of
the oppressive misuses which have been made of Christianity by the bearers of
the fraudulent dignity of clrurch and empire." Yoder notes that the nineteenth
century is often ignored in the telling of pacifist history, but he wants to recreate
it with the peace societies, the restorationist Christian movements, and most of
all with "Leo Tolstoy, the most widely read author ofthis century, creator inore
than any one person of the epic novel as a literary forin, slcilled reteller of folk
tales and legends, autodidactic exegete Inore skilled in detailed linguistic
interpretation of gospel texts than most scholars of his time in Western
u~niversities."~~
Yoder admits that Tolstoy's latter decades of family life might have been
"less nasty" had he absorbed more of Augustine, Luther, Wesley, Kierlcegaard,
and Keswiclc, but he finds it patronizing to make such a suggestion. Yoder,
however, does not find it patronizing to read Tolstoy as a cautionary story, a
"hobbled" giant whose world view is limited by insufficient options in Czarist
Russia. Whether in regard to sexuality, wealth or nonresistance, Tolstoy chose
severe and extreme options, which Yoder believes may owe as m ~ c hto his
"religion of establishment" opponents as to his nonresistant friends. And here he
gives Tolstoy what in Yoder's linguistic economy might be called a "backhanded compliment." Tolstoy is a landinark of vulnerability in following the
teachings of Jesus with such extreme literal obedience that he becomes a
caricature of the religious establishment's definition of a nonresistant: an
extreme and impractical utopian.
In Yoder's cautious interpretation of Tolstoy, one senses that he finds
Tolstoy as embarrassing as he is admirable. One ofYoder's chief objectives is to
refute the Niebullrian position that biblical pacifism is irrelevant politically and
that Christ rejected culture. In Yoder's attempt to constn~cta biblically based
political pacifism which is both catholic and relevant, he clearly does not lind
Tolstoy's extreme views, ranging from sex to anarchism, helpful. Yoder regrets
that Tolstoy was not born in the latter half of the twentieth century where there
are inore "resources related to community, to system criticism, to constn~ctive
utopianism, to the potential pluralism, which can free us, both in logic and
practice, froin the dilemma of a pure but ineffective 'faithfu~lness'over against a
compro~nisedbut effective 'pragmatism. "'36
Although they were born more than a century apart and with quite different
options and vocations, one might note several similarities between these two
outstanding pacifist thinkers as well. Botll have lligl~lyoriginal minds and
attempt to reread the New Testament Gospels as if for the first time. Even though
they both reread the New Testament Gospels with a strong historicist perspec-
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tive and used the most sophisticated scholarly tools available to them in their
century, neither is primarily a historian in regard to Christian thought. Tolstoy
llses history effectively in his epic novels, as Yoder does in his biblical studies.
But for both, history is a vehicle to arrive at a larger purpose, which is to reread
the pure New Testament gospel text in a catholic and tnle way.
Interestingly, in their fresh new readings of the Gospels, both Tolstoy and
Yoder find co~npellingimages for their respective generations. The brilliant
who captured the imagination of
novelist finds a nonresistant anarchist i~~uzhilc
the world, even a populist American presidential candidate.37William Jennings
Bryan visited Tolstoy and adopted a form of pacifism for a number of years. On
the other hand, the brilliant biblical essayist Yoder finds a pacifist comlnunal
Messiah who fits in quite well with student radicalism of the sixties and a postWorld War I1 generation politicized by one of the most unpopular wars in U.S.
history. Yoder's Christ provides a language for academic Christians to think of
thc~nselvcsas catholic, political, and pacifist.3s
Ifthe twentieth-century's best-known Mennonite ethicist owes little directly
to Tolstoy, one could say the same for its best-known Mennonite novelist, Rudy
Wiebe. This is not to deny that Wiebe also has some colnlnon elements with
Tolstoy or that his artistic views may not have something in cornlnon with
Tolstoy's in the landmark essay "What is Art?"g Wiebe has on occasion been
described as one "who views himself as standing in the tradition of Leo Tolstoy
and William Faulkner." At a literary conference in Edmonton in 1979, Wiebe
said confidently: "The wholc purpose of art, ofpoetry, of story-telling is tornake
us good."J0 His is a minority voice among modern artists, but Tolstoy would
have approved. Still, there is no primary influence to be found here in the sense
that Tolstoy, both in thought and fonn, has influenced the American novelist
John Gardner."'
If one loolcs to Russian novelists whose tone, thought and technique have
influenced Wiebe's work, one w o ~ ~ think
ld
of Dostoyevslcy before Tolstoy.
more in
Wiebe's characters are tonnented by guilt, and search for salvation mn~~ch
and The Brothers Karur?~azovthan in the epic
the spirit of Crime a17dP~ii7ish1~ei7t
earth-embracing stories of War andPeace or Ai717aKareniiza. The closest one can
come to a Tolstoyan novel in the Russian Mennonite tradition is A1 Reimer's Mv
Harp Is Tzwized to iZfounling. Unfortunately, Reilner has written only one novel,
which is hardly sufficient evidence for making such a co~nparison."~
In critical studies of Wiebe's books, Tolstoy is treated as one among several
As is the case with fellow-Mennonite Yoder,
writers as a source of in~piration."~
Wiebe's lack of continuity with Tolstoy in no way detracts from his considerable achievement. On the contrary, the originality of both Yoder and Wiebe led
them in new directions.
In the second half of the century, a few Mennonite political pacifists have
lauded Tolstoy mainly for his positive early influence on Mahatma Gandhi and
his influence on Martin Luther King's civil disobedience ~ n o v e r n e n t An
.~~
approval of Tolstoyan pacifism and civil disobedience can, with the help of
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solne generational transfer and ~nodification,become 'both political and effective. TheBritish Kaj was, after all, driven from India and the J i ~ nCrow laws were
erased from the American South's law bodks. In other contexts, however, the
effectiveness and morality of Tolstoy's anarchistic nonresistance in regards to
subsequent Russian history becomes the subject of vigorouls debate among
pacifists and nonpacifists alike.
The purest and most practical appropriation of Tolstoy's views has come in
the late twentieth century by the very sectarian groups Tolstoy most explicitly
admired in the nineteenth. For example, one ofthe most moving readings I have
heard of Tolstoy was in the early seventies when my wife and I spent several
days at the New Meadow Run Bruderhof in Farmington, Pennsylvania. After an
evening dinner, we listened to a reading of Tolstoy's short story "How Much
Land Does A Man Need" in all its simplicity, clarity, and beauty and with no
added comment. The conservative Amish Mennonite publishers in Minerva,
Ohio, have recently published an 88-page boolclet [entitled Tolstoy and the
Secret of'Happiiiess .J5
But Tolstoy's largest ideological legacy remains mainly wilh two twentiethcentury writers, one in history and the other in biblical studies. This suwey will
conclude with these two writers and thinkers.

The most influential Tolstoy disciple among twentieth-century Mennonites
is historianRobert Friedmam ( 1891-1970).Anilnportant interpreter of habaptism
from the 1930s onwards, Friedmann became a self-confessed Tolstoyan during
his university years when he was studying philosophy and history following
World War I. After completing his doctorate in history at the University of
Vienna, he served from 1926 to 1932 as chair of the International Tolstoy
League and lectured on pacifism and the peace movement. I-Ie confessed that
Tolstoy was his door of entry into Anabaptism: "The first awakening of my
spiritual life I owe to Leo Tolstoy. I began as a T o l ~ t o y a n . "His
~ ~ book-length
study of Tolstoy was published in 1929, copies of which can be found in the
Goshen College Mennonite Historical Library, Archives of the Mennonite
Church, and the Yale University's Sterling Library.J7
Friedinam in later years confessed that it was only after coming into contact
with Leo Tolstoy that he became interested in Christianity. After studying the
Swiss socialist Leonhard Ragaz, he moved on to the Bible and Anabaptism,
studies which later provided some of the basic idcas Tor IIarold S. Bender's
famous "The Anabaptist Vision," which he presented as a papcr in 1943
Friedrnam shared Tolstoy's aversion to doctrine and thc Now Testament
Pauline Epistles. In a seminal article in the 1940 Church tlistog~,Friedlnam
suggests that a new starting point for understanding the Anabaptists depends on
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the approach one takes toward the Scriptures and specifically to the New
Testament. I-Ie settles on the Synoptic Gospel interpretation as the original
teaching by Christ of the imminent Kingdom of God toward which we must
ceaselessly strive in love and suffering and purity. This interpretation he
identifies with the oldevangelical brotherhoods, the Franciscans, the Waldensians,
thc Evangelical Anabaptists, the Quakers (partially), and with T ~ l s t o y . ~ ~
Other Anabaptist scholars have noted the greater reliance of the Anabaptists
on the New Testament. None, however, has found a wedge driven between Paul
and Cluist and between doctrine and ethics to this extent, and the categories of the
Kingdom of God on earth colne right out of Tolstoy's i77e Kingdoni of' God Is
Within You.49Friedinam used these same Tolstoyan interpretative categories in
his most important book, Menilolzite Piety Through the Cei~tui*ies,
to show what he
considers to be the negative influence of pietism on Anabapti~m.'~
kfennonite
Piety TIz1*ougl7the Centuries, allhongh using Tolstoyan categories, does not
mention Tolstoy by name. Friedmam's conclnsion to an overview of Anabaptism
and Pietism attempts to contrast the decline of "sturdy Anabaptism" with "sweet
Pietism." He contrasts the doctrine ofjnstification, as it was found in the epistles of
the Apostle Paul, against the doctrine of the Kingdom of God in the Gospels. In a
sunilar way, Friedmam's Tl7e Tlzeology ofAnubuptisin (1973)can be ~mderstood
as a Tolstoyan reading of Anabaptist tl~eology.~~
Friedrnann's final unpublished
book-length manuscript "Design for Living" is a philosophical mix of moral
bettennent and secular discipleship. According to Friedmam, personal service is
taught in "its finest literary expression" in Tolstoy's short story "Master and
Man," and he uses Tolstoy's definition of faith as an intuitive process.'"
Altl~oughFriedmam claims that Tolstoy was the door tluough which he
entered Anabaptism, his influence may be even more pervasive than this image
might indicate. Fiiedlnam's ultimate concern "was the question ofhow to attain
peace and social justice," and he found in Anabaptist history a "vehicle" or
"carrier" for this idea." For Friedmann, the Tolstoyan influence leads to
advocating a h~unanisticand ethical Anabaptism which comes very close to
Tolstoy's nontranscendent and noncreedal Christianity.
More recently, Clarence Bauman ( 1928- 1995) was an explicit Tolstoyan
Cluistian. He gave much of his life to the teaching of biblical studies at
Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminary in Elkhart, Indiana, where he introduced a generation ofpastors and students to the Sennon on the Mount. Toward
the end of his 440-page stutdy of the Sermon on the Mount, this Mennonite
theologian and Christian mystic inserts a disclaimer. "We do not intend to say:
All other interpretations are wrong; Tolstoy alone represents light and
But it is a modest disclaimer, for when he compares other interpreters with
Tolstoy, and finally says that "the t n ~ t hof the matter lies in the admission that
eth~csis ofthe essence of the religion ofJesus," he comes very close to Tol~toy.'~
For Bauunan, Tolstoy, often mentioned with the Anabaptists, is the measure
for the practicability and relevance of the Sermon on the Mount. In acknowledging the Mennonite-Anabaptist Nacl?fblge Clzristi tradition, Bauman is ashamed
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that so much of the theological enterprise has been given to expla~ningaway the
Sermon's truth. His compelling and masterful1 study of the Sermon is imbued
from beginning to end with Tolstoy's literal 17ovalex Clzristi At the same time,
compared to Tolstoy, his sp~ritis more generous towards other, often esoteric,
German points of view which he discusses, and he has a greater sense of an
"Almighty God" who transcends human experience. "Dcspite all ethical rigorism, the sanctification of man intended by the Law as the earthly embodiment of
the holy is not, in the last analysis, accomplished by huunan attempts tokeep the
co~nlnandlnentsbut by God h i ~ n s e l f . "Nevertheless,
~~
Tolstoy's stern visagc can
be seen peering over almost every page of this book, and Bauunan's disarming
and gentle spirit almost convinces us that Tolstoy is w i t h the fold of biblical, if
not orthodox, Christianity.
When Bauunan died in August of 1995, many of his former students paid
tribute to him on the electronic bulletin board MENNOLINK. David F. Bishop
of New Yorlc City said: "His voice was distinctive and his use of silence while
making his points was penetrating. I can still hear his reciting of 'The Three
Hainits' by Tolstoy; 'Three are ye, three are we, have mercy upon us! "'j7
Bauunan's Tolstoyan biblical studies are more convincing than Friedmann's
history for theirhonesty inacknowledging theirrootednessin Tolstoy. fried ma^
owes more but acknowledges less.

A century after the first publication of TIze Ki~lgdonzofGod Is flithi11 Yoz~
(1893), Tolstoy still stands as a literary, intellectual and moral giant with who~n
Mennonites have had some minor interaction. Ifthe nineteenth-century Mennonites had a modest influence on Tolstoy through Daniel Musser's writing and
the example of the Russian Mennonite forestry service nonresistants, Tolstoy
returned the favor with a greater influence on Mennonites in the twentieth
centu~ry.Most of the Tolstoyan interaction with the Mennonites happened after
his death and outside of the Russian Empire. The exception during his lifetime
was the 1903 critical analysis of his social thought by the Goshen College
president Noah Byers. Tolstoy's greatest influence, however, was on the
German emigre and Anabaptist historian Robert Friedmann. Biblical scholar
andChristianmystic Clarence Bauunanalso used Tolstoy as a benchmark for his
thorough studies of the Sermon on the Mount.
Much of the Mennonite interaction with Tolstoy comes in a more selective
way, however. Altl~oughthey find affinity with and inspiration in his rigorous
nonresistance to evil, many are uncomfortable with his rejection of orthodox
Clx-istianity, his rcjcclion ofthe ch~uch,and his embracing of politleal anarchy
But even when they have disagreed with aspects of Tolstoy's dogmatic nonresistance, Tolstoy's moral claims and literary achievements have attracted and
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challenged some of our finest Mennonite historical, theological and literary
minds. Leo Tolstoy is missing as an entry in Meiznonite E?zcj~clopediu,even
though Mahatma Gandhi has over a page in the recently published Voliune Five.
One nced not detract from Gandhi's importance to suggest that there may be an
important oversight here.
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